


FILLERS

In each of the given questions, a sentence is given with a 

blank. Choose the most appropriate word to fill in the given 

blank to make the sentence correct and meaningful.



It is critical for India to conduct a national survey on 

food insecurity to ___________ the impact of the 

COVID-19 pandemic.

1. Access

2. Excess

3. Assess

4. Assent

5. None of these.



India __________ for 22% of the global burden of 

food insecurity, the highest for any country, in 

2017-19.

1. Abided

2. Assaulted

3. Amounted

4. Accounted

5. None of these.



The SOFI report, which is published annually, 

presents the most authoritative ________ of hunger 

and food insecurity in the world.

1. Invocation

2. Evolution

3. Evaluation

4. Avocation

5. None of these.



In each of the following questions two sentences are given 

with a blank in each. You are required to fill these blanks 

with the same word from the options in order to form 

meaningful and coherent sentences.



Students in the drawing class were asked to __________ 

famous paintings and make an exact copy of the piece.

Because he chose to _________ another person’s paper, the 

copycat was kicked out of class for cheating. 

1. resuscitate

2. replicate

3. reiterate

4. recreate

5. None of the above



In the school the principal appeared dangerous, but in 

reality, she was really__________________. 

Although Sammy meant his joke to be _____________, the 

people around him took it to heart.

1. Nauseous

2. Innocuous

3. Obnoxious

4. Abstemious

5. None of the above



Since Henry didn’t study or attend the class on a regular 

basis, it was simply a _____that he passed the final 

examination.  

Winning the lottery is always a  _________due to buying 

the lucky ticket completely by chance.

1. fluke

2. prolific

3. condemn

4. pristine

5. None of the above



Monika is a very efficient nurse, but her patients find her 

bedside manner to be _______ and unpleasant. 

Seeta admits that she  wakes up __________ every 

morning, but her mood improves drastically after she 

having her cup of tea.

1. Pious

2. Inimical

3. Churlish

4. Flimsy

5. None of the above



Here in the questions mentioned below, you will find two 

statements with one blank each, that must be filled in with 

the same word. After the statements are five words in five 

options. You need to choose the most appropriate word 

which will fill in both the blanks so as to make both the 

statements grammatically and meaningfully correct.



I) The forces have to maintain discipline in states; also they have 

the responsibility to see to it that the party remains a _____ force.

II) The music company will work in a very collaborative manner 

with the other companies as they are committed to build a ______ 

synergetic environment of all Indian companies growing together.

1. Cohesive

2. Solidarity

3. Concurrent

4. Unravelling

5. Elucidated



I) When you build a strong, purpose-driven culture and focus on 

making life better for everyone, everywhere, you also create the 

conditions for your business to __________.

II)Some political parties are not complying with Covid guidelines, 

they always want to_________ in a crisis.

1. Prospered

2. Fosters

3. Thrive

4. Tyrannize

5. Decline



I) Anxiety in response to imagined _________ as when you feel 

everyone is mocking you, is considered a mental health condition.

II)Terrorism is an organized international crime, and the possible 

acquisition of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) by non-

governmental groups are commonly cited as examples of 

transnational ____________

1. Menacingly

2. Comminute

3. Threats

4. Epitomes

5. Deterrents



Partnerships with edtech firms help students 

__________ their skills and become 

__________ to the ecosystem.

1. hone, relevant

2. model, master

3. polish, controlling

4. love, bigger

5. categorize, cogs



The goods and services tax creates __________ trails 

across the income and production chain, and is driving 

__________ of the economy and better measures of MSME 

value addition and cash flow.

1. assessment, securitization

2. audit, formalization

3. withering, work

4. inspection, denizens

5. broad, stages
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